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"Those who fail to learn Prolog are doomed to reinvent it."
[Gordon S. Novak Jr.]

Education
2014–2017 Master degree, Computer Science, , University of Bologna, Bologna, .

Completed in September/October
2013–2014 Master degree, Computer Science, University of Pisa, Pisa, .

Interrupted for educational divergences
2009–2012 Bachelor’s degree, Computer Science, University of Bologna, Bologna, 101/110.

Master thesis
title Development of mobile software for neurocognitive rehabilitation exercises within

the planification.
supervisors Dot. Mauro Gaspari (mauro.gaspari@unibo.it), Dot. Floriano Zini

Experience
Internship and Conference

2017 Wolfram Summer School 2017, Student, Boston.
I had the opportunity to deepen my knowledge of Mathematica and develop a web application,
an educational game on Wolfram’s language.

Languages
Italian Native
English Upper Intermediate Oxford level B2, University certification

Computer skills
{ Java
{ Android
{ Javascript
{ Python
{ C
{ Mathematica

mailto:daniele.baschieri@gmail.com
http://www.danielebaschieri.eu


Interests
Photography I have a Canon 600D and i like traveling the world and snapping some picture.

Exploring,
Scouting,

Hiking

I love mountains, city and discovering the world. Due to my background as a Boy
Scout I develop a great passion for adventure and nature.

Boardgames

Voluntary
A.G.E.S.C.I. I used being a boy scout since i was eight. Now I’m one of chiefs of my group. My

passion for the adventure and my love for nature brought me to the role that I cover.
Since 2012 I changed different roles in the association at the beginning I was the
chief of pupils, in 2013 I switched to scout and guide (12-16 years old) and right
now I’m the chief of Clan, the elder one (17-21 years old). It’s difficult sometimes
manage all the workload but I truly believe that we must focus on education to
young boys/girls in order to achieve a better world where live.

A.N.F.F.A.S. For three year I spent part of my past summers bringing some patients with mental
disease to seaside, helping them in enjoying something different from their routine.
It was a strong experience that forced me to keep focus for more than 20 hours a
day, but it left me great emotions.

Resources
{ https://www.linkedin.com/in/daniele-baschieri-a9168071/
{ https://github.com/DangerBlack
{ http://www.danielebaschieri.eu/
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